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Abstract— An algorithm designed for stabilization and control of large groups of micro aerial vehicles (MAVs) - multirotor
helicopters - without any explicit communication is proposed in
this paper. The presented algorithm enables a swarm of MAVs
to maintain its coherence and perform a compact motion in
complex environments while avoiding obstacles with only very
limited computational and sensory requirements. The method is
very robust to incomplete sensory information, it enables a fully
distributed applicability, and it is highly scalable. Increasing
amount of MAVs even improves the required coherence behaviour. Numerous simulations in different environments were
conducted to verify the algorithm, show its potential, and
explore its various configurations.

I. INTRODUCTION
Decreasing size and increasing robustness of micro aerial
vehicles (MAVs) allow us to consider deployment of large
multi-MAV groups instead of heavy and well-equipped unnamed aerial vehicles. Distribution of sensory power to small
flexible units increases reliability of the system and enables
applications where distributed sensing or acting is necessary
and which would not be possible with a single vehicle.
Substitution of a large vehicle by a team of light MAVs
is especially important due to safety reasons in scenarios
where the autonomous system may interact with humans
and where the large platforms may cause injury and damage
objects in their proximity. The applications with presence of
people are often located in urban and indoor environment,
where global navigation satellite systems (such as GPS)
are not available or their precision is not sufficient for
group stabilization, and onboard sensors are required for
mutual localization of individuals in the group. The proposed
swarm stabilizing algorithm is designed for using vision
based relative localization [1] by onboard cameras, carried
by MAVs, which was already successfully employed by
our team for cooperative surveillance by a team of selflocalized and stabilized MAVs and for compact formations
flying [2], [3], [4]. Although we call the group in [2] as a
swarm, the method requires centralized planning and MAV
coordination. In this paper, we propose a novel method that
allows to control the visually stabilized MAV groups in a
fully decentralized way and without explicit communication,
which is the main requirement of swarm robotics research
(see Fig. 1 for motivation).
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Fig. 1. Motivation: A group of MAVs above the sand dunes following the
sun-set direction.

A. Related Work
Swarm robotics, which is aimed to implement a collective
behaviour without an explicit central control law, usually
arises from principles of swarm intelligence dealing with
decentralized, self-organized multi-agent systems [5]. Many
of these swarming algorithms are inspired by behaviours
observed on animal interactions. For example, the BOID
model is inspired by bird flocking [6], algorithm in [7] by
nesting and foraging habits of various species of insects, and
approaches in [8], [9] by fish schooling.
The methods [7], [8], [9] as well as for example PSO
(Particle Swarm Optimization)-based algorithms [10], [11]
and methods [12], [13], [14] require global knowledge and
communication unlike the approach discussed in this paper,
which is strictly distributed. Also the potential field-based
swarming method in [15] relies on explicit wireless communication between neighbour MAVs, while the cognitive-based
algorithm in [16] uses global positioning systems and broadcasting of MAV positions. Frequently used BOID models
[17], [18], similarly as the proposed approach, rely on mutual
localization and stabilization of neighbouring particles, but
require a full information on the relative position and even
velocity of neighbours, whereas our method uses only a
binary information on the presence of the neighbours in
proximity of the particular MAV. This is a very important
capability for control of swarms of light-weight and simple
MAVs as it significantly reduces requirements on the onboard
mutual localization system.
The proposed method, which is inspired by a study of
coordination of ground robots in [19], enables the swarm of
MAVs to perform a coherent motion towards a given target
using only an onboard binary light sensor that can recognize
whether the target is in sight or not. Although in [19], the
group members share this information with neighbours to get
a vague common idea of the target location, our method uses

individual on-board estimation of the target position without
the need of the explicit communication.
To sum up the contribution of this paper, the presented
algorithm enables to stabilize an MAV swarm in environments with obstacles without the need of global positioning
systems and an explicit wireless communication, and with
significantly limited computational and sensor requirements.
Moreover, the important contribution of this paper is a
comprehensive analysis of the achieved swarming behaviour
aimed at confirmation/disapproval of a set of hypothesis
assumed in swarm robotics literature or being compiled
based on our experience with the BOID models used for
MAV swarm control.
B. Problem Definition and MAV set-up
The task solved in this paper is stabilization of a swarm
of M MAVs and its navigation into a desired location in
environments with static and dynamic obstacles. For the
swarm coherence, it is required that all swarm members
are relatively stabilized with at least α neighbours in the
group, which means that at least α helicopters are mutually
localized by each MAV using onboard sensors. Therefore, we
assume that all M MAVs in the swarm are equipped with
the sensors enabling to discern the adjacent robots (called
”neighbours”), localize the obstacles, and detect direction of
the required target. We suppose that the neighbours detection
(not necessarily full localization - only a binary information
on a presence of a neighbour) is ensured within a range of
detection with radius R. Let us denote the actual number of
detected neighbours within radius R by variable N .
Also the position of the target does not need to be observed
precisely. In the presented experiments, a set of 4 simple
vision sensors is deployed around the robot providing information in which quadrant corresponding to the particular
sensor the target is located (no precise information on the
bearing and distance of the target is required). The obstacles
are localized in a detection range Ra, where Ra < R, and
again the knowledge of distance to obstacles is not required
and also the bearing estimation error can be very high (30◦
error was considered in the experiments).
II. S WARMING M ODEL
The propoded method is inspired by principles of the
swarming model introduced in [19] to control a group of
ground robots. We adopted the basic swarming rules, modified them, and integrated them into a multi-MAV visuallystabilized system. For MAV control strictly without communication (in [19] a communication channel was used to
share the information among the robots), constraints of the
onboard visual relative localization mechanism have to be
considered. Additionally, motion constraints of the low level
onboard model predictive control technique [20], which is
used to deal with the high dynamics of MAVs, are integrated
into the swarming approach.
The proposed swarming model used for MAV-swarm
stabilization is composed of three behavioural states: forward
(default setting for all MAVs), coherence and avoidance.

MAVs in the forward state fly straight with a constant
velocity as long as they are forced to enter into another
state. If the required connection with at least α neighbours
is lost (i.e. N < α) for an MAV, it enters into the coherence
state, in which turns and flies back until the connection is
restored. Once the MAV enters back into the localization
range (N >= α), it performs a random turn and returns
back into the forward state. The coherence manoeuvre can be
triggered only once per cf cycles to allow the MAV to regain
its visual connection. The random turn is applied if only
the swarm coherence is required and the swarm movement
direction is not controlled. If a desired target is required
to reach by the swarm members, the turning is influenced
by the estimated position of the target as mathematically
described in Algorithm 1. A proper setting of α is important
mainly for large swarms, we are focused on, where keeping
the localization constraints between all pairs of MAVs is
not possible. Properly defined α enables a wider and better
structured swarm, where (ideally) each robot has precisely α
neighbours and the swarm forms a stable regular net, which
is not precomputed and arises autonomously.
while true do
foreach MAV m do
if m is in sensory range and visible then
neighbors + +
end
;
if state = F orward AND
neighbors < prevN eighbors AND
neighbors < alpha then
turnAngle = −π
lostN eighbors = prevN eighbors
counter = 0
state = Coherence
else if counter = cf AND state = Coherence
then
if visible(target) then
of f set = activeSensor.direction
else
of f set = 0
end
turnAngle = of f set + rand(−π/2, π/2)
state = F orward
else
continue in same direction
end
prevN eighbors = neighbors
counter + +
end
Algorithm 1: Swarm coherence algorithm implemented
onboard of each MAV in a decentralized way.
The avoidance state is used if an MAV gets closer to another MAV/MAVs or an obstacle than a given threshold and
an evasive manoeuvre has to be performed. This manoeuvre
(the same manoeuvre is applied for obstacle avoidance as
well as for mutual collisions of swarm members avoidance)

controls the MAV in the opposite direction to avoid the
collision (see sketch of this behaviour on Figure 2).

a minimum number of robots, but in some applications
compact swarms are required (e.g. for motion in clustered
environments).
The state distribution indicates time intervals that MAVs
spend in the different states of the swarming model (the
forward, avoidance, and coherence states). In case of the
navigation towards a given goal, the time spent in the forward
state is maximised. In this state, the MAV is most efficient
at performing the given task, since it does not perform
manoeuvres perturbing its flight.
A. Analyses of influence of the parameter α and the number
of the robots

Fig. 2. Basic principle of the coherence (a-c) and avoidance abilities (d-f)
of the algorithm. The larger circle indicates the neighbour detection range
R and the smaller circle the obstacle detection range Ra. The MAVs fly
initially straight in random directions in the forward state - (a). When the
MAVs lose mutual localization, they enter the coherence state - (b), turn
around and fly in the opposite direction - (c). When contact is renewed, the
MAVs perform a random turn and fly straight in this direction in the forward
state - (d). If the MAVs move too close to each other, an evasive manoeuver
is triggered - (e). They enter the avoidance state and are mutually repulsed
- (f).

In this section, hypothesis that with the higher α (the
required number of relatively localized neighbours of each
MAV) the swarm coherence is increased, the swarm spreading is decreased, and the time spent in avoidance and coherence states is decreased and that using large swarms increases
the swarm coherence, increases the swarm spreading, and
increases the time spent in avoidance and coherence states
are evaluated in simulations with 5, 10, and 20 robots. The
data obtained in the simulations are displayed on graphs in
Figures 3 and 4, showing the behaviour of different-sized
swarms with different values of α.

III. MAV SWARMING BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS
One of the main contributions of this paper is to analyse
behaviour of such a minimalistic swarming algorithm, which
should verify its usability for large swarms of micro aerial
vehicles with very limited sensory equipment. The proposed
method is designed in a way that numerous different behavioural patterns can be achieved using various sets of
algorithm parameters. Numerous hypothesis from [5] and
hypothesis motivated by studies of swarming behavior of
ground robots in [19] and by behaviour of MAV swarms
stabilized by frequently used BOID model in [17] have been
formulated based on expected influence of the parameter
setting on the algorithm performance. These hypothesis have
been experimentally validated (approved or disproved) and
optimal parameters setting was found for different required
behavioural patterns. The simulations were run with the
identified MAV model in a realistic robotic simulator VREP. For each configuration of tested parameters values, 10
simulations of 10 minutes flight have been performed. The
following three factors of the swarm behaviour have been
studied in the analysis.
The swarm coherence is described by the ratio of the sum
of time intervals where the swarm forms a connected graph
to the total time of the experiment. This means the swarm is
considered as “incoherent” from the first moment an MAV, or
a sub-swarm of MAVs, becomes disconnected from the rest
of the group. The coherence is the most important aspect of
a coherent swarming mechanism and should be maximized.
The swarm spreading is defined as the standard deviation
of the MAVs positions from the swarm center. The swarm
spreading may be maximized to cover large areas with

Fig. 3. Swarm coherence and swarm spreading for different number of
robots and parameter α.

Fig. 4. State distribution during the experiments from Figure 3. The labels
on the x-axis indicate the used configuration of the swarm (eg. m05 a04
represents a swarm of 5 MAVs using α = 4).

Based on these data we can confirm that with higher value
of α the swarm coherence is increased. Mainly for the bigger
swarms, the probability that the group connectivity is broken
decreases almost linearly with values of the parameter α,
reaching probability 0% for α = 7. With growing α, the
swarm spreading decreases as expected, again this effect is
observed mainly for smaller values of α. In contrast with the
hypothesis, growing value of parameter α increases the time

spent in the avoidance state due to the increased compactness
of the swarm and also in the coherence state, which is caused
by an increased sensibility to neighbour loss.
More MAVs in the swarm does not increase the swarm
coherence contrary to our hypothesis. The results indicate
that there proper values of α (the proper values are 7 and
8 for our MAV model) to guarantee the coherence of the
swarm. These values are not dependent on the number of
robots, which is an important observation and it supports
the scalability of the method. With larger swarm, swarm
spreading is increased, but this increase is not proportional.
Surprisingly, in larger swarms, the MAVs do not spend more
time in the avoidance and coherence states. With constant
α, the state distribution is similar for different swarm sizes.
The behaviour of an individual MAV is influenced only by its
local surrounding, not by the total number of robots, which is
also an important observation for swarm scalability in comparison with the BOID model that suffers from increasing
density of swarm members in the center of large groups
even-though approaches using the BOID model require more
precise sensors and bigger computational power than the
proposed method. In the following simulations, 10 robots and
α = 5 will be used to test the impact of other parameters on
the swarm coherence.

to evaluate the hypothesis. The first settings (α = 7 and
R = 8m) provided the best performance with a full-view
sensor in the previous experiments. As shown in Figure 7 (the
initial position of robots is shown in Figure 8 - Left), such
initialised swarm maintains a sufficient performance also
with significantly reduced angle of view. The second setting
(α = 5 and sensor range R = 4m) performs much worse
with a narrower field of view, although presented a sufficient
coherence with the 360 degrees sensor. To conclude, we
can confirm that smaller angle of view decreases coherence
in general, but this effect may be neglected for well set
up algorithm parameters. With this ability, the proposed
algorithm also surpasses the BOID approaches, which are
highly dependent on the limited field view as shown in
our prior work with the same MAV platform controlled
by BOID [17], [18]. Besides, the experiments in Figure 7
confirmed that swarm spreading is decreased with limited
field of view and the time spent in the coherence state
was increased, while the occurrence of the avoidance state
remains roughly the same.

B. Influence of sensors capability on the swarming behaviour
Since the proposed approach is designed to allow coherence swarming using limited sensory information, the influence of the sensors capability on the swarming behaviour is
important to study. Let us again postulate a set of hypotheses
that are considered in swarm literature and based on our
experience with BOID models.
Longer range of sensors used for relative localization
of neighbours increases the time MAVs spent in the forward state, increases swarm coherence, and increases swarm
spreading. Based on the results summarised in Figures 5
and 6, we can confirm the expected positive influence of
the sensor range. With better sensors, MAVs stay longer
in the forward state and so travel a longer distance until
they have to turn back. Due to the reduced time spent in
the coherence state, which increases probability to break an
MAV apart from the rest of the group, the swarm coherence
is increased. With the longer range, MAVs can keep bigger
spacing between them, which increases the swarm spreading.
Smaller angle of view of the sensors for relative localization decreases swarm coherence, decreases swarm spreading,
and increases the time spent in the coherence state. The
influence of the view angle of the relative localization sensors
is an important phenomena that needs to be studied, since
simple and light weight sensors carried onboard of micro
aerial vehicles (such as simple monocular cameras) often
do not offer 360 degrees view. Even more importantly,
the possibility to deploy swarming algorithms with such
a limited sensors enables to study swarming behaviour in
nature, where animals have almost always limited sensing
capabilities in this way. Two parameters settings were used

Fig. 5. Swarm coherence spreading with different sensor range. R = 4m
is the initial sensor range used in all other experiments in this paper.

Fig. 6.

Swarm distribution during experiments from Figure 5.

Fig. 7. Swarm coherence and spreading for different configurations of α
and sensor range (a5 R4 stands for α = 5 and sensor range R = 4m).

C. Obstacle avoidance ability
Finally, let us analyse the avoidance behaviour using an
environment with a ring of obstacles (Figure 8 - Right).
The spacing between the obstacles is smaller than the range

of the obstacle detection sensor Ra, and bigger than the
MAV diameter. Using this setting, the MAV can exit the
obstacle ring only if the evasive manoeuvre fails, which can
be automatically detected. The robustness of the algorithm
has been tested by measuring the minimal distance between
the MAVs and between the MAV and the nearest obstacle.
An example of these experiments is shown in http://
youtu.be/W9QcrnLVI8Y with data in Figure 9.

distance from the center of the swarm to the actual position
of the target is shown in Figure 12 - Left. As may be
also seen in Figure 11, where some snapshots and a path
passed by the swarm center during one of the simulation
runs are displayed (for full record of the swarm movement
see https://youtu.be/gqFxtVEcEdc), the proposed
algorithm was able to repeatedly navigate the swarm through
the environment without any collision with obstacle or within
the swarm members.

Fig. 8.
Left: Initial position of a swarm with sensors with a limited
angle of view. Video record of one of the experiment from Figure 7 is
available at http://youtu.be/uHPyTaaaqqE. Right: An environment
with obstacles to test the avoidance ability, for video of the simulation see
http://youtu.be/W9QcrnLVI8Y.
Fig. 10. Trajectory of the center of the swarm passed through the environment with obstacles. The blue arrows represent the intended trajectory, the
red curve represents the real trajectory of the swarm during one simulation.
The numbers indicate the successive positions of the target. For snapshots
see Figure 11.

In the previous experiments, from safety reasons required
for the initial HW tests (safety pilots can better secure the
experiment if the MAVs stay in the same horizontal plane),
all MAVs were flying at the same altitude. Nevertheless, the
method works properly also in a 3D space as shown in the
example of the simulation runs in Figure 13. The 3D position
of the center of the swarm is shown in Figure 12 - Right.
The avoidance manoeuvre performed by the MAVs to avoid
collisions is more aggressive in the vertical direction because
the MAVs must keep a larger security margin along the Z
axis due to the air flow interference between MAVs. This
causes that the altitude of the swarm oscillates more than
the positions along the two horizontal axis.
V. C ONCLUSION
Fig. 9. Distance between the MAVs and the closest distance between an
MAV and an obstacle during the simulation in Figure 8 - Right.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed algorithm has been tested in a complex
environment depicted in Figure 10 to show its effectiveness
and usability. First the swarm is navigated through a window
4 meters wide (the diameter of the stabilized swarm is
approximately 10 meters). Then the target automatically
moves to redirect the swarm to fly along a long wall. After
this movement, the target is again moved to navigate the
swarm across an open space with columns and a moving
obstacle. The moving obstacle is slower than the MAV
during its evasion manoeuvre to be able to avoid it. The

A minimalist fully decentralised coherent swarming algorithm for control of MAV swarms with minimum sensory
requirements and without any communication was proposed
in this paper. A robust target following mechanism was
designed, implemented and verified, enabling the swarm
to move in an environment with obstacles into a given
location and requiring only minimal computational resources.
The overall system was verified in numerous simulations in
realistic robotic simulator V-REP.
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Fig. 11. Simulation of the target following algorithm in a environment with obstacles. The trajectory of the center of the swarm is depicted in red.
Complete video available at https://youtu.be/gqFxtVEcEdc.
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